
Vil Gravis' Interclub Review 10 November 2017

I trust that the final Interclub of the year provided competitors with interesting and 
challenging hands.

Some comments and analyses herewith:

Board 1: A seemingly innocuous deal to start with. Nevertheless there is potential for  
a small swing, East with a 1NT opening can make 1NT and NS can make 2S. Did 
South at your table risk a 2S overcall, or was 1NT passed out? I would not overcall 
with South's hand if East opens 1NT, there is too little to gain and too much to lose. 
1NT by East is no cakewalk but will probably make if NS attack spades. DF says 
declarer can make against any defence. South's path to making 2S is much easier, so 
those Souths who did venture to 2S (given that East opened 1NT) would have been 
rewarded.

Board 2. If NS are given a free passage, South will open 2C (23+) and over North's 
2D response, rebid 2NT (23-24). Now North can see that a slam could be on if a fit in 
either minor can be found. This is where BARON is very useful. 3C from North and 
3D from South and bingo, the fit is found and after asking for aces with 4NT which 
most players would play as Roman Key Card, North might even get the chance to play 
the slam in 6D. No doubt any slam bid by NS would create a good swing, as not all 
pairs can be expected to bid the slam. Note how crucial the singleton queen of spades 
is in the North hand. 6NT of course also makes but without the queen of spades....?
Would you make a POSITIVE response with the North hand? My preference is for a 
positive response to show at least three 'controls', i.e. an ace (two controls) and a king 
(one control), so despite the 8  count, a negative 2D response. 

Board 4 is another one where there could well be a part score swing, with NS able to 
make 3H and EW 3S.  The bidding could vary but South might open 1C fourth in 
hand, West overcall 1D, North 1H, East 1S and South 2H, with West having an easy 
raise to 2S. 3H from North should close the auction unless West is daring enough (or 
foolhardy?) to press on with 3S, which as it happens will more than likely fail by one 
trick since no declarer can match Deep Finesse in the play of a hand. 3H is a much 
easier contract for us mere mortals, and +140 will probably pick up some imps for 
NS.
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Board 5 Dealer N NS Vul  

K2
                   KQ6542

                                Q107

§  A2

AQ975  103

8 A973

J9432 865

103  K974

ª  J864
                   J10

                                AK

§  QJ865

I would imagine that most Norths played this one in 4H but I wonder how many of 
them actually made? I would wager  any amount that there was not one pair of 
defenders who found the defence to defeat 4H. Then there could be those NS pairs 
who were playing in 3NT, another contract that is very likely to make. 

At this stage, as an interlude, I would like to offer a prize to any reader who can tell 
me how 4H can be defeated, and how 3NT can be defeated, and whether the 
defence against either contract is likely or sensible. Send your answer to 
villyn@xtra.co.nz
Also, if I can put another ad in: if you think you're young enough and promising 
enough to reach bigger and better heights than just winning at club or Interclub 
level, and I mean young enough, not an old fart like me, then I have a couple of 
possible partners or team mates for you if you're good enough. Please contact me if 
you're interested.

Now back to normal business.

Board 6: This should be an easy 3NT for NS, there is little the defence can do, and 
even the king of spades is on side. Likely to be a flat board or just one imp in it, but no 
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doubt some declarers will manage to fail somehow. I hope you didn't!

Board 8: EW might get to an unmakeable slam on this one, unmakeable if North 
finds the club lead of course. If EW are playing fairly basic Gerber after West's 2H 
rebid (1H-1S-2H-4C) South may get the opportunity to double 4C for a lead, and that 
may also dissuade East from bidding the slam, but if the bidding is any different and 
EW land in 6H, North needs to find the aggressive, and successful, lead of a low club. 
I would be interested to hear if anyone was in 6H and whether they made it or not.

Board 10. After South opens 1H, this time NS have the slam potential, and 6H is a 
likely end result, unless West is unsporting enough to make a weak jump overcall of 
2S and East ups the ante with 4S. I doubt that  this would have happened and if West 
keeps quiet, North can respond with 2C and South raise to 3C after which North can 
ask for aces and kings and settle in 6H 

Board 11 Dealer S Nil Vul  
ª J6

                   J4

                                9743

§ AQJ72

A1084  2

Q1093 K87652

J86 KQ5

K9  1064

ª KQ9753
                   A

                                A102

 853

Teams play is much about bidding and making games, and conversely, defeating 
games. South should be in 4S after 1S from South, 2C from North. Yes, the North 
hand, I believe, is good enough for a 2C response even though it is generally accepted 
that a '2 over 1” response should have at least 10 HCP. But 1NT would be quite odd 
with that doubleton heart and good clubs. At this stage, East might poke in a 2H bid 
which would be raised to 3H when South rebids the spades. After two passes, South 
has enough to bid spades further and when he bids 3S North may see the potential of 
the support and raise to game. If that happens, EW must defend well to beat the 
game.West starts with a low heart and declarer wins and, seeing the need for a club 
finesse, takes it immediately. Then, jack of spades won by West, who has to think 
well if he is to defeat the game. Another heart will spell doom, because declarer will 
ruff, and clear spades before playing on clubs for diamond discards. West, when in 
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with the ace of trumps, must switch to a diamond after seeing the danger of the club 
suit. Did YOU bid 4S and make, or did YOU defeat 4S with good defence?

Board 14. EW may be helped into a makeable 4S game when East opens 1NT, West 
bids Stayman and North now bids 2D. East has no reason not to show the spade suit 
and when West raises to 3S invitationally, East should  upvalue the 12 count and bid 
game. Why? Because North is bound to have the ace of diamonds as well as 
something in hearts. Of course as it turns out, that something in hearts has to be the 
AK which turns out to be lucky for EW but East will be rewarded for appreciating the 
fact that the king of diamonds is worth more than the normal three points. That's what 
teams play is about. I believe that North bid what the hand is really worth after the 
1NT followed by Stayman from West, and that is THREE diamonds. I doubt that EW 
can then get to 4S with any confidence. 

Board 15. Would you, as North, have the nerve to bid 4H after two passes? If you 
follow the adage that “the four level is for eight card suits” or if you're back to front, 
“eight card suits are for the four level” then you will bid 4H. The North hand, despite 
missing all top four honours, really has only four likely losers if you think about it. 
Any North who does bid 4H third in hand will almost certainly be well rewarded 
when  East  starts the defence with the queen of spades lead. East may even have 
double if EW are playing penalty doubles, expecting three sure tricks. But there is 
only ONE way to defeat 4H and only Deep Finesse can do that, by leading the ace of 
hearts! On the queen of spades lead, declarer wins the ace and plays three rounds of 
clubs and East is has no answer, three heart tricks are all East can make, with the 
second club loser going on dummy's king of spades! Freakish hand, but great reward 
for controlled aggression.

Board 17  Dealer N Nil Vul  
ª A43

                   9

                                AQ103

§ A9863

KQJ9  1087652

AKQ83 105

KJ 

QJ  K10742

ª 
                   J7642

                                9876542
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How many times have you seen someone pass partner's opening bid and then later bid 
all the way to the five level? This freak is one such case. North opens 1C and both 
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East and South pass. West has a huge hand and doubles. North bids 1D. Why not 
show the second suit. East bids 1S. Now South will bid diamonds and more 
diamonds, hoping to buy the contact before EW get to their game. Maybe an 
immediate 5D the moment North mentions the suit would buy the contract, West is 
hardly likely to bid on to 5S at equal vulnerability. If West doubles 5D then all North 
has to do is to finesse rather than play to drop a singelton king with East. 

If North fails to mention the diamonds, EW will have an easy passage to 4S and if this 
happens at opposite tables, a double swing of quite some proportions is possible 
despite neither side being vulnerable. Such freak hands make bridge all the more 
interesting.

Board 19. When South opens 1C and West jumps to 3S, should North bid 4H? Yes, I 
would say. And then, should East bid  4S? Again, yes. Selling out at the four level 
should not be an option. The best that NS can do now is to double and take the 200. 
Another illustration of the power of FIT.

Board 24. I wonder if any EW pair got to 6S on this one. If they did then North 
probably solved any problems by leading the singleton club, understandably enough. 
But if North starts with a heart lead, South may decide that a second heart can do no 
harm, and the ruff and slough will also hand the contract to declarer on a platter. On a 
heart lead and a trump exit, declarer will need to guess the diamonds when  the clubs 
break badly and only one diamond discard is possible on an established club.
How was YOUR guesswork?

I do hope you enjoyed today's Interclub. Any feedback on this write up is welcome, 
and don't forget to give me your answer to the question I posed. 

And if you're young and still a Junior or Intermediate and want to do much better and 
think you're capable, we may just have the plan for you.
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